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1    Abstract 

NIRCam flight data from commissioning program 1063 (NRC-10, NGAS CAR-120) revealed 
large-scale ~6-8% flat variations from ground across all filters and detectors. Using this data, 
we generate and deliver new flats, which correct these variations down to ~1-2% (136 new 
reference files; CRDS jwst_0953.pmap). We find a small number of new dead pixels on each 
detector (~200 pixels/detector) compared to ground, including a few new concentrations of 
dead pixels. During this analysis, we also discovered several scattered light features; the 'claws' 
which originate from bright starlight making its way onto the detectors though rogue paths, and 
'wisps' which originate from scattered light from the secondary mirror support. We also 
measure the overall sky backgrounds in these datasets, and find good agreement with the 
ground JWST Backgrounds Tool predictions in nearly all filters - the exception being the bluest 
filters which were lower than expected. 
2     Introduction 
Analysis goals for commissioning program 1063 (NRC-10, NGAS CAR-120) are (1) to verify 
to 1% accuracy that the flat field properties of NIRCam have not changed since obtaining 
ground test flats, and (2) to begin to accumulate in-orbit skyflats that will be used to improve 
the NIRCam flat field calibration and to monitor the flat field calibration with time. In addition 
to flat fields, this dataset also provides a good opportunity to measure JWST backgrounds, 
scattered light effects, and dead pixels. 
All NIRCam imaging observations from program 1063 were used in this analysis. Some 
observations are missing data due to guidestar failures, but this did not prevent accomplishing 
the program goals. 

When there is a discrepancy between the information in this technical 
report and information in JDox, assume JDox is correct.
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3     Analysis 

3.1     Sky flat field response vs. ground 

We use all data from commissioning program 1063 to measure flat field deviations from 
ground. With the NIRCam lamps disabled, these observations instead provide ~uniform 
illumination of detectors by observing several pointings at low ecliptic latitude (i.e. high zodi 
background) through a representative subset of filters. We use both medium (16") and high 
(32") INTRASCA dithers to allow removal of sources. 

In order to measure flat field deviations from ground, we create delta skyflats for all available 
filters and detectors following a similar procedure used by Hubble WFC3/IR (Pirzkal et al., 
2011; Mack et al., 2021). For each calibrated image (i.e. _cal.fits file), we first create a source 
mask using photutils source detection; we smooth the image with a 3x3 pixel gaussian filter (to 
bring out faint wings, etc.) and flag any 4 interconnecting pixels 1 sigma above the background 
as a source. We find these parameters balance flagging the extent of sources while also 
avoiding over-flagging leftover 1/f noise. Any pixels flagged DO_NOT_USE in the data quality 
arrays were also included in these masks. Next, we normalize these images by their sigma-
clipped median, ignoring pixels flagged in the mask file in the median calculation; for this and 
all future sigma-clipping routines, we use 3 sigma, 5 iterations for the sigma-clipping 
parameters. Finally, we create delta skyflats by calculating the sigma-clipped median through 
stacks of these normalized, source-masked calibrated images - again ignoring any pixels 
flagged in the mask files. Because these delta skyflats were generated with images calibrated 
with the ground flat, they represent the deviations in flat response from ground. 

In Figure 1 below, we show delta skyflats that combine all filters together, i.e. 'grey' delta 
skyflats, to maximize the SNR and give an overall representation of the variations from ground. 
In general, we find large-scale ~6-8% flat variations across the detectors from ground; we 
suspect that these consistent gradients are due to the flood-illuminating light source or cryovac 
chamber during ground tests. The LW also shows variations in the crosshatching regions that 
are an extra ~2-3% on top of the large-scale background variations; the crosshatching occurs in 
the same pixel locations as in the ground flats, it's just the magnitude that changes. Also visible 
in A3, A4, B3, B4 are the wisps (light scattered off the secondary mirror support) that show up 
~2-5% above the background; however, these wisps are additive and not a flat field effect (see 
Section 3.5). 
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Figure 1: Grey delta skyflats for each detector. These images represent the overall change in flat field 

response from ground. 
3.2     New Flat Field Reference Files 
To correct the large-scale flat variations seen in Figure 1 in the default JWST pipeline, we fit a 
3rd order 2D polynomial in the SW and a median fit (8x8 filter on top of a 32x32 low 
resolution filter) in the LW (to take advantage of the extra SNR and capture smaller-scale 
structure) onto the grey delta skyflats, and multiply these fits onto all of the ground-based 
imaging flat fields. These fits suppress leftover 1/f noise, bad pixels, etc. while still capturing 
the large-scale flat field variations. These new flat fields (136 total) were delivered and 
activated in CRDS on August 19, 2022 in context jwst_0953.pmap. In general, we find that 
these new flat field reference files reduce the ~6-8% flat variations down to ~1-2%. 
Figure 2 shows examples in the improvement in image quality provided by these new flat field 
reference files. The top panels show dithered F115W public CEERS data (program 1345) 
calibrated with the old and new flat reference files, along with the collapsed background 
averages across the detector. The bottom panels show the standard deviations in measured 
photometry for given sources moved across the detectors in 9 separate pointings as part of the 
Cycle 1 L-flat calibration program 1476 - as seen in these plots, the photometry for a typical 
source (i.e. the histogram peak) tightens up within ~1-2% across the detector with the new 
reference files. Outliers in these distributions are driven by contaminants or the sources landing 
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on or near bad pixels in one or more of the 9 dither pointings, rather than large-scale flat field 
errors, so their photometry errors are relatively unchanged regardless of the flats used. 

Figure 2: The improvement in image quality (top) and photometry (bottom) using the new flat field 
reference files. 

Figure 3 shows individual (top) and dithered (bottom) LW images from program 1063 
calibrated with the old and new flat field reference files, for an internal consistency check and 
to further show the improvement in image quality. These images were gaussian-smoothed to 
bring out the background structure. 
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Figure 3: The improvement in individual (top) and dithered (bottom) images using the new flat field 

reference files. 

3.3     Filter Dependence 

While the new flat field reference files correct a large portion of the ground flat field variations 
across all filters and detectors, we do find some filter dependence in the delta skyflats that are 
still yet to be corrected. As seen in Figure 4, we find the large-scale gradient becomes more 
severe at bluer wavelengths and less severe at redder wavelengths in the LW. For example, the 
gradient in the F277W delta skyflat is ~2% more severe than the grey (i.e. average of all filters) 
delta skyflat. Because all of the ground flats were corrected with the grey delta skyflat, this 
means images at the bluest and reddest ends of the LW wavelength coverage are still expected 
to have ~2-3% gradients in them (though this is still down from upwards of ~10% compared to 
the ground flats). 

 
Figure 4: Delta skyflats for all available filters for the ALONG detector (top), and the fractional change 

between the grey and F277W delta skyflats (bottom). 
Due to a lack of SNR, it's difficult to conclude if the filter-dependent trends seen in the LW 
hold true in the SW as well (see Figure 5), though we do tentatively see some filter-dependence 
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again at the ~2% level. Note the bottom middle feature that appears at redder wavelengths are 
the wisps, and are not a flat field effect (see Section 3.5). 

 
Figure 5: Delta skyflats for all available filters for the A4 detector (top), and the fractional change between 

the grey and F090W delta skyflats (bottom). 
While the large-scale shape of the delta skyflats is relatively consistent across all filters for a 
given detector (hence the decision to apply a global grey skyflat correction), there are some 
detector/filter combinations that will likely need special care in future flat field updates once 
adequate SNR is reached. This is especially true for detectors B3, B4 and A3, which show 
smaller-scale filter-dependence of upwards of ~6% across filters in their delta skyflats (e.g. top 
right corner of B3, bottom left corner of B4, left edge of A3) on top of the general left-to-right 
gradient in their grey skyflats (Figure 6). We note that these are coincidentally the detectors 
with the strongest wisps, so testing will need to be done to see if these features are truly flat 
effects, and not additive effects like the wisps, persistence, or other scattered light features. The 
wisps appear at redder wavelengths in Figure 6 at the top middle of A3 and B4, and the bottom 
middle of A4 and B3 (see Section 3.5). Other additive effects visible in Figure 6 are the claws 
at the redder ends of A1 (see Section 3.6). 
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Figure 6: Delta skyflats for all available filters and detectors. 
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3.4     Dead Pixels 
We next search for any new dead pixels in the flight data. We calculate new dead pixels as 
pixels less than 0.8 in the grey delta skyflats that aren't already flagged as dead in the ground-
based bad pixel maps. This threshold is somewhat conservative relative to the ground dead 
pixel criteria, but we wanted to ensure that we captured all of the pixels that were much less 
responsive in flight in this analysis. We exclude any pixels with values of 0 or 1 in the grey 
skyflats from this analysis, as these are typically other bad pixels types (saturated/flagged in all 
groups, reference pixels, etc.). Using these criteria, we find between 27-852 new dead pixels in 
each detector (average of ~200 new dead pixels/detector). In general, these are spread 
~uniformly across the detectors, but there are some regions with larger concentrations of new 
dead pixels. Figure 7 shows all of these new dead pixels in black, and also circles the largest 
concentrations in red. 

 
Figure 7: New in-flight dead pixels; larger concentrations are circled in red. The origin (x,y=0,0) is at the 

bottom left of each detector, with the horizontal axis representing x and the vertical representing y. 

Cutouts of those new dead pixel concentrations circled above from the grey delta skyflats are 
shown in Figure 8. The dead pixels highlighted in A1 are known dead pixels from ground, and 
appear to have just become even less responsive in flight. ALONG shows a thin ~10 pixel slice 
along the upper left edge that is ~80% responsive compared to ground. This slice becomes 
thinner further down the detector and entirely disappears about halfway down the detector; it 
may be a vignetting issue rather than dead pixels. B1 contains a new ~100 pixel region in the 
lower right that is almost entirely dead. BLONG contains a new patch of ~300 dead pixels in 
the middle of the detector that are ~50% responsive compared to ground. We find other 
concentrations of new dead pixels in e.g. A2, A4 but these are smaller (<50 pixels) and so are 
not highlighted here. Because the new flat reference files only correct the large-scale flat 
variations from ground, these new concentrations of dead pixels are best avoided and/or 
minimized with dithering until pixel-level flight flats can be delivered. 
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Figure 8: Cutouts of the new dead pixels highlighted in Figure 7 in the grey delta skyflats. 

3.5     Wisps 

While stacking the skyflats, we discovered a new scattered light feature affecting detectors A3, 
A4, B3, and B4. Dubbed the 'wisps', these features appear to be from external light reflecting 
off of the secondary mirror support and onto the detectors (see Figure 9). We find they have a 
consistent morphology and are fixed in detector space, but their strength varies by some 
combination of filter and telescope pointing; efforts are ongoing to model the wisps so they can 
be automatically subtracted from images in the default JWST pipeline. In this program, the 
wisps increased in strength at redder wavelengths (see e.g. Figure 6), at levels upwards of 
~10% above the background. However, we did find external programs where these wisps 
appeared at similar levels in the bluer wavelengths e.g. F090W. 

 
Figure 9: The suspected light path of the wisps (left) and their appearance in the grey delta skyflats (right). 
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3.6     Claws 
During this program, we also discovered another scattered light feature dubbed the 'claws'. The 
claws originate from bright starlight outside of the NIRCam FOV making its way onto the 
detectors though rogue paths. Unlike the wisps, the morphology and location of these claws 
varies with telescope pointing; this makes them difficult to model and subtract so they are best 
avoided by modifying the pointing in the APT file. As seen in Figure 10, small tweaks to the 
V3 position angle can move the claws off of the detectors. As the susceptibility zones (i.e. the 
regions outside the NIRCam FOV where bright stars may result in claws) and other 
characteristics of the claws are further constrained, future APT updates will warn users 
automatically if a claw is expected to impact their observations, allowing them to modify the 
pointing to avoid them. 

Figure 10: A set of claws at different telescope pointings, sorted by increasing position angle from left to 
right. 

3.7     Backgrounds 
The data from program 1063 provides a good opportunity to validate the ground JWST 
Backgrounds Tool predictions (Rigby et al., 2020). In Figure 11, we show comparisons 
between measurements (dots) and the JWST Backgrounds Tool predictions (lines) 
incorporating all observations/pointings from our program 1063 imaging data. The gray shaded 
region shows the range in total predicted background models across all observations. We 
measure the backgrounds in our images as the source-masked sigma-clipped medians, and each 
dot represents the average of these measurements for each detector. We find that the bluest 
filters show lower measurements with respect to the predictions, but otherwise we find good 
agreement with the JWST Background Tool. Similar analyses have been performed for various 
other GTO fields in Windhorst et al., 2022 and Smith et al., 2022. 

 
Figure 11: Measured backgrounds (dots) compared to predicted backgrounds (lines) from the JWST 

Backgrounds Tool. 
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4     Conclusions 
In commissioning program 1063 (NRC-10, NGAS CAR-120), we observed several pointings at 
low ecliptic latitude (i.e. high zodi background) to illuminate the NIRCam detectors to measure 
the flat field variations from ground. In general, we find large-scale ~6-8% flat variations from 
ground across all filters and detectors. We generated and delivered new flat field reference 
files, which correct these large-scale variations down to ~1-2% (136 new reference files; CRDS 
jwst_0953.pmap). While these large-scale variations are relatively consistent across filters for a 
given detector, we do find ~2% variations in the LW on the bluest and reddest ends of the 
wavelength coverage compared to the average grey delta skyflat. We also potentially observe 
smaller-scale flat variations upwards of ~6% across certain areas in the SW filters (e.g. bottom 
left corner of B4) and also ~2-3% in the crosshatching regions in the LW. We plan to correct 
for these filter-dependent and smaller-scale variations as we acquire the necessary SNR 
through public GO and future calibration data. 
We find ~200 new dead pixels in each detector compared to ground. While these are generally 
spread randomly across the detectors, there are some larger (~100-300 pixel) concentrations of 
new dead pixels in detectors B1 and BLONG. These regions are best avoided and/or minimized 
with dithering until pixel-level sky flats are delivered. 
During this analysis, we also discovered two new scattered light features: the 'claws' which 
originate from bright starlight landing on the detectors though rogue paths, and the 'wisps' 
which originate from scattered light off of the secondary mirror support. However, we find that 
these are additive and not flat field effects. The claws are best avoided by modifying the APT 
files, and efforts are ongoing to model and subtract the wisps from observations. 
We also measure the overall sky backgrounds in these datasets and compare them to the ground 
predictions from the JWST Background Tool. We find that the bluest filters show lower 
measurements with respect to the predictions, but otherwise we find good agreement. 
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